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ABSTRACT
Classification of multispectral image
data based on spectral information has
been a common practice in the analysis of
remote sensing data. However, the results
produced by current classification algorithms necessarily contain residual inaccuracies and class ambiguity. By the use of
other available sources of information,
such as spatial,
temporal and ancillary
information, it is possible to reduce this
class ambiguity and in the process improve
the accuracy.
In this paper,
the probabilistic and
supervised
relaxation
techniques
are
adapted to the problem. The common probabilistic relaxation
labeling algorithm
(PRL) ,
which in remote sensing pixel
labeling usually converges toward accuracy
deterioration, is modified.
Experimental
results show that the modified relaxation
algorithm reduces the labeling error
in
the first few iterations,
then converges
to the achieved minimum error.
Also a
noniterative labeling algorithm which has
a performance similar to that of the modified PRL is
developed.
Experimental
results from Landsat and Skylab data are
included.

or pixel is referred to as contextual
information.
In many pattern recognition
problems, there exist spatial characteristics which describe the spatial dependencies among the patterns to be recognized(3).
Also,
temporal variations in
the scene and available ancillary data,
such as topographic data, pixel radar response,
and classification labeling maps,
are known to be information-bearing (4) •
II.

Probabilistic labeling is a process
of estimating the initial labeling probabilities.
Let X be a point in q-dimensional measurement space
containing m
classes. Also assume that the probability
density function associated
with each
class is Gaussian.
Let P(Xlwk) ,P(wk)
be
the class-conditional density function and
prior probability of the kth class,
respectively.
To characterize each class,
the class mean
vector and covariance
matrix dre estimated from training samples.
Then pixel-label probabilities are
estimated by calculating the a posteriori
probabilities p(wklx), as follows:
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Our objective is to develop heuristic
algorithms to utilize a combination of
spectral, spatial,
temporal and ancillary
information.
In remote sensing, the spectral variations of electromagnetic energy
of the scene have been studied extensively. The spectral response, which is a
function of wavelength,
has been modeled
as a random process(1,2).
Another source
of useful information is the spatial context of a pixel.
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where p. (ujk)
is the initial estimate of
probability of the ith pixel's label.
However, if the initial labeling probabilities cannot be statistically estimated,
then we may assign probabilities to the
predetermined labels, as follows:

The information surrounding an object
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In this equation Pij(wklw9,)
is the probability that pixel i is from class wk given
that pixel j
is from class wQ,.
The di'
are a set of neighborhood weights whicK
satisfy

where it is assuTed that the ith pixel's
label is wand - < W < 1.
This way of
estimating \he inTtlal labeling probabilities will be referred to as weighting
method.
III.

J

E d, ,

1

(6)

j=l 1J

with J as
the number of pixels in the
neighborhood and m as
the number of
classes.
Examples of J = 5 and J = 9 are
given in Figure 2.
In all our analysis,
the J = 5 neighborhood will be used.

UTILIZING SPECTRAL, SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS BY PROBABILISTIC
RELAXATION ALGORITHM

Relaxation labeling processes are an
iterative
heuristic
approach
which
attempts to extract contextual information
in a scene to reduce the ambiguity of a
predetermined labeling. Relaxation labeling techniques use two source of information, an initial (ambiguous)
labeling and
information imbedded in spatial context of
a pixel.
A block diagram of a post classifier which utilizes probabilistic and
supervised relaxation is given in Figure
1.

Figure 2.

J=5

Let us consider the probabilistic
relaxation algorithm which has beennsuggested by Zucker et al. (5).
Let Pi(W )
k
denote the estimate of the probab11ity
that on the nth inter at ion the label or
class of the ith pixel of a scene is wkl k
= I, 2, ... m. Then define
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IV.

UTILIZING SPECTRAL, SPATIAL,
ANCILLARY INFORMATION BY
SUPERVISED RELAXATION ALGORITHM

(4)

The
supervised
relaxation
processes(6,7)
are a more general version of
probabilistic relaxation
methods which
attempt to utilize multi-type data characteristics.
In the supervised relaxation,
first an appropriate likelihood for
the
label of each pixel is estimated based on
the statistical information of available
ancillary data.
Then the neighborhood
function for the label most favored by

n

where Qi(wk)
is called the neighborhood
function and is defined by
m
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ancillary data is increased and others
decreased in proportion to their support
from the ancillary data source. The relaxation algorithm does not know, of course,
which are the correct and which are the
incorrect labels.
It only "knows" which
labels are consistent with their neighbors
and with the ancillary data.
Consequently, an image with initial labeling
errors will be iterated until consistency
between spectral,
spatial and ancillary
information is achieved.
Let us consider the supervised relaxation algorithm which is suggested by
Richards et al. in (6,7):

P .. (wk I w~) is estimated from the result of
pf6babillstic labeling over the whole data
set, which means the transition probabilities are assumed constant over the data
set.
In fact, in an actual data set, they
may be expected to vary from place to
place.
What
we are
suggesting is,
Pij(Wkl w£)
should slowly vary over
the
data set and the following procedure is
suggested to estimate these transition
probabilities.
1.

Depending on the number of classes,
choose a square window of size L x L
centered at the ith pixel.
For example, for two classes, we have chosen a
window of size 5 x 5 and for the tree
classes a window of size 6 x 6 may be
considered.

2.

Estimate the probability of
el's label by

(7)

where
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where P j ,1wk)
is the initial estimate of a
pixe~'s label at location jr of the
chosen window.
3.

Estimate the transition probability by

(10)

n
In the above equations Pi(W~) ,Qi(wk)
are
the same as we defined earlIer and ~i(wk)
is an estimate of the likelihood for the
ith pixel's label on basis of ancillary
data.
In the (Eq.
10) ,
¢i (wk)
is the
probability that ith pixel belongs to
class wk or its label is wk' B is a parameter that adjusts the degree of supervision;
it is between zero and one.
The
parameter 0 is chosen heuristically;
how. ever it should reflect our confidence in
the ancillary data with comparison to the
other sources of information.
As before,
m is the number of possible classes or
labels.

P ..

n

V.

PROPOSED ALGORITHMS FOR UTILIZING
MULTITYPE INFORMATION

The spatial context of a pixel or
dependency among the labels in a neighborhood is incorporated via Pij(wk[w£),
the
transition probability that pixel i
is
from class w given that pixel j
(one of
its neighbors~ is from {U"'.
In practice,

IJ
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o

where Pr(iuk)
is the initial estimate of
rth pIxel surrounding the ith pixel
and including ith pixel itself.
And
po. (w",) is the initial estimate of jth
pf~el
surrounding rth
pixel
but
excluding it.
Now,
by using this adaptive procedure, the spatial context of each pixel is
estimated and
incorporated by the neighborhood function to predict the estimate
of the probability of each pixel's label.
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It is believed this simple algorithm can
extract most of the contextual information
by only one
iteration.
The adaptive
labeling algorithm is given by:

Table 1.
Summary of Probabilistic
and Supervised Relaxation Algorithms.
Algorithm 1
Probabilistic ReLaxatl9n Labeling (PRL)
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Algorithm 2
Iterative Adapt1.ve-Labeling (IAL)

The new formulation of
the probabilistic
relaxation will therefore be

(18)
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Probabilistic
labeling
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Transition Probability
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Window
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k
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k

I

k
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Algorithm 3
Non-Iterative Adaptive Labeling (NAL)

A summary

of all the algorithms

is given

in Table 1.
In the above algorithms, if d i = 0.0,
then the
label of the
ith pixel will be
decided,
based on spatial
information
(assuming its initial label probability is
not zero or one).
If d· = 1.0,
then we
are not using any spatial information for
the ith pixel.

The same as Algorithm 2 with only one
iteration.
Supervised Relaxation Algorithms
The supervised version of algorithms 1, 2,
and 3 will be referred to as algorithms 4
5, and 6, respectively.
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As mentioned in Section IV,
the
supervised probabilistic relaxation algorithms are
heuristic techniques
which
attempt to reduce the ambiguity of a predetermined labeling by measuring conSiStency of pixel labels based on multi type
data characteristics.
Labeling consistency is measured by multiplying appropriate label likelihoods,
which can be
obtained from spectral, spatial and ancillary information.
In our analysis,
the
following ancillary information was utilized:
1.

Classification of an image based on
elevation data
carries information
about some main geometric features;
therefore, if we constantly remind the
relaxation process about these features,
then the algorithm will become
more intelligent.

2.

Also a linear classifier can recognize
some geometric features, so its labeling results can be used to supervise
the relaxation to recognize other geometric features.

3.

The results of classification based on
temporal information,
for example at
time t, can be used to supervise relaxation labeling at time t-l or vice
versa.
VI.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to experimentally evaluate
the performance of the above heuristic
algorithms,
two data sets were selected.
Data .Set 1 was multi temporal spatially
registered Landsat MSS data acquired over
Henry County, Indiana, in 1978.
Data Set
2 was multispectral Skylab S-192 data from
northeast of the Vallecito Reservoir re-
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Figure 3a. Comparison of the performance of
Al gorithm 1 (PRL) with two different ways of
estimating the transition probability.
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Figure 3b. Comparison of the performance of
Algorithm 1 (PRL) with two different ways of
estimating the transition probability.

gion in the Colorado Rockies.
This data
set was classified into a number of tree
species using the maximum likelihood classifier.
The classification map so produced was rearranged for simplicity into
the two categories of spruce fir and others.
For the region elevation,
data as
well as a probability model for the occurrence of spruce fir vs.
elevation were
chosen as an ancillary data variable.
A block of size 40x30 pixels from
Data Set 1 collected on August 20,
1978
and a block of size 30x30 pixels from Data
Set 1 collected on September 26, 1978 were
chosen.
The initial labeling probabilities of each block for
two labels,
~orn/
soybean and others,
were computed.
Then
the performance of the relaxation labeling
algorithm with two different ways of estimating the transition probability (d
i
0.1) was evaluated.
The results are given
in Figures 3a and 3b.
These results suggest that Algorithm 1 (probabilistic relaxation labeling)
with adaptively estimating the transition probability, does not
exhibit any deterioration in accuracy.
The performance of iterative relaxation labelin~ and noniterative algorithms
which were applied to a block of 30x30
pixels from Data Set 1 collected on August
20 and September 26 are shown in Figures
4a and 4b.
These figures show that the
performance of Algorithm 3 (non-iterative
adaptive labeling)
and Algorithm 1 are
almost the same.
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The performance of relaxation labeling supervised by temporal, spectral, and
elevation data (shown in Figures Sa, 5b,
and 5c, respectively) was evaluated by the
following experiments:

A block of size 30x30 pixels from
multitemporal Data Set 1 collected on
August 20, 1978 (time tl) and September
26, 1978 (time t2) was chosen.
The initial labeling probabilities At times tl
and t2 were estimated by the maximum likelihood method and the transition probabilities were estimated over a window of size
5x5 pixels.
Algorithm 1 (PRL)
with
di=l-Yi=O.l was compared to Algorithm 4
(with di=O.O and B=0.5).
Information at
time t2 was used as ancillary information
to supervise Algorithm 1.
The objective
of this experiment was to preserve some
geometric features and therefore improve
the performance of Algorithm 1.
The
results are given in Figure Sa.

Experiment 2:
The objective of this experiment was
to improve the performance of Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2 by supervising them by
labeling results of a linear classifier.
A block of 40x30 pixels from Data Set 1
was chosen.
Then the" performances of
Algorithms I, 4, and 5 in estimating initial labeling probabilities by weighting

24

Non supervIsed
- - SupervIsed

Figure Sa. Comparison of the performance
of the supervised and nonsupervised relaxation algorithms. The classification
results at a different time were used as
ancillary information.
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Figure 5b. Comparison of the performance of
Algorithms 2, 4, and 5. The classification
results by the minimum distance processor
were used as ancillary information.

modified the algorithm by assuming that
the transition probabilities are slowly
varying over the scene and a method to
estimate the transition probabilities has
been suggested.
The experimental results
suggest that the modified algorithm does
not exhibit a deterioration phase anymore.
Also,
a non-iterative adaptive labeling
algorithm has been developed which performs as well as the modified probabilistic relaxation algorithm.
In addition, in
order to be able to preserve the geometric
features,
supervised relaxation labeling
was developed. By supervising the process
by the available ancillary information, we
indeed incorporate
"memory"
into
the
labeling process to constantly remind the
algorithm about some geometric features
which are strongly supported by ancillary
information.
Finally,
it has been shown
that by utilizing spectral,
spatial and
ancillary data, the initial labeling accuracy can be improved.
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method and estimating the transition probabilities over the chosen block, d,=O and
6=0.25, were evaluated.
The results are
given in Figure 5b. The results show that
Algorithm 5 has a better performance than
Algorithms 1 and 4.
Also Algorithm 5
reaches its fixed point or steady state in
few iterations.
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A block of size l29x9l pixels from
Data Set 2 was chosen.
The accuracy of
the labeling was measured by using 88 pixels whose correct labeling was known.
Then the performances of Algorithms 1,
3,
4,
and 6 in estimating initial probabilities by weighting method and estimating
the transition probabilities
over
the
whole region were compared.
The results
are shown in Figure 5c and suggest the use
of a supervised non-iterative approach for
reduction of the labeling ambiguity.
VII.
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